
 
 

 

 

 

 

ISGA Junior Researcher Quiz No 3 
 

            Test your gym brain and find out more about ISGA 
 

                 I hope that this will take your mind off things and be a change from home schooling! 
   

The answers are all found somewhere on the ISGA website, sometimes in more than one place.   None of the answers are 

found in the Members section which requires a password.  If you are a young gymnast and find this quiz too difficult write 

down the answers you have found then ask another person to help you find the rest of the answers.  

Download this page and print it off and write your answers in the spaces provided. Then check against the answers which  

will be published by Sunday 14 March 2021 on the Chairman’s Corner https://www.isgagymnastics.org/chairmans-corner/ 
 

If you found this quiz easy to complete then a second, slightly more difficult SENIOR RESEARCHER QUIZ is also available  

on the website. 
 

No QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
 Abbreviations 

 G = girl,      B = boy,      G/B =  girl and boy 
U11 = under 11 years age group,       U9 = under 9 Years age group   etc. 
U11 B = under 11 boy;     O13 G  =  over 13 girl     
SF =  set floor:    VF = voluntary floor 

Abbreviations 
2P = Two Piece Apparatus Championships.      
5P = Five Piece Apparatus Championships  
4P = Four Piece Apparatus Championships 
SV = set vault:     VV = voluntary vault      

1 2020 4P Girls Challenge Cup:   Which two Under 11 schools were 
equal  5th position? 

1) 
2) 

2 2020 4P Boys U11 section: What was the highest voluntary vault 
score?   What school did the gymnast compete for? 

1) 
2) 

3 Which school hosted the November 2019 2P Championships? 
  

1) 

4 At the same 2P championships an U11 boy scored 9.35 in the 

voluntary vault. Which school was he competing for? 

1) 

5 Also at the same 2P championship at least one girl scored a 
perfect score of 10.00. 

1. In what discipline (apparatus)? 
2. What school did she compete for? 

 
1) 
2) 

6 The last 5P championships were held at St Catherine’s, Bramley, 
in 2019. Which school scored the highest composition marks in 
the U13 girls Group sequence?  What was the score? 

1) 
2) 

7 At the same 5P competition which school scored the highest U10  
Group Sequence composition mark?  What was their mark? 

1) 
2) 

8 At the same 5P competition which school scored the highest U9  
Group Sequence composition mark?  What was their mark? 

1) 
2) 

9 For many years two British schools travel from abroad to 
compete in the ISGA competitions. What are the schools called? 

1) 
2) 

10 In 2009 5 Piece Girls championships which school was placed 13th 

in the U10 section?  What position did this school come in the 

U11’s age group? 

1) 
2) 
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